COMPASSIONATE LEAVE
Edmund Wilson, we learn that the blacking-factory episode was
not only true, but so agonizing that the memory of it darkened
the rest of Charles Dickens's Hfetime; yet it was the fiction in
"David Copperfield", not the autobiography, which I found
unbearably poignant.
Is the writer responsible, by some subtle trick of his trade ? I
doubt it, for in that case we, die readers, would obviously have to
be taken by surprise, and the trick would not wort, on a second
reading. But I never cry once over a book; I cry every time
or never.
Another instance of this perverse functioning of my tears: I
cried when I read a best-seller in America called "Flicka", about
a boy on a farm who was allowed to choose his own foal to adopt
and train; he chose what his family said in derision was a wrong
*un, too wild for his taming—a Little Humphrey among foals—
a foal. from the Waiferage. I survived the heartbreak, but was
drenched in tears at the triumphantly happy ending. In that old
favourite: "The Wind in the Willows", I cried when Little
Portly, the baby otter who had been lost, was found again cosily
asleep between the hoofs of the kindly god Pan. And in "The
Sword in the Stone", by T. S. White, where young Arthur,
helped and encouraged by the whole invisible crowd of little
voices from the animals who loved him, put out more than his
own strength and succeeded where everyone else had failed to draw
the magic sword from where it was tightly clasped in the stone,
there too, I and many equally hardened toughs in the sophisticated
literary world cried with relief and joy of knowing that he had
won his kinghood.
Bambi when his loneliness and fear are at last reassured and
comforted; Dumbo restored to his mother; the collection of
pebbles and other oddments of rubbish beside the child's bed
in Coventry Patmore's poem "The Toys";—all these are com-
pelling tear-jerkers. The sacrifice of Sydney Carton used to
overcome the stoniest resistance in a moment; in the same vein,
"A Handful of Dust" by Evelyn Waugh; "The Unbearable
Bassington" by SaH (killed in the last war), and a farewell letter
by Robert Greene, a dissolute sixtemthrcentury dramatist who
died of drink, have always been fatal in my case. The heroic fete
of rakes and rotters can touch the hidden spring far more easily
than the heroic fate of heroes; it may be a theory conv
shaped for modern self-mockery, but it holds water; it
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